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ABSTRACT 

This work describes the kinematic laws that govern the transmission of soft tissue artifact errors to kinematic 

variables in the analysis of human movements. Artifacts are described as relative translations and rotations of 

the marker cluster over the bone, and a set of explicit expressions is defined to account for the effect of that 

relative motion on different representations of rotations: the rotation around the screw axis, or rotation vector,  

and the three Euler angle sequences that are most frequently used in the field of biomechanics (XY’Z’’, 

YX’Y’’, ZX’Y’’). Although the error transmission is nonlinear in all cases, the effect of artifacts is greater on 

Euler sequences than on the rotation vector. Specifically, there are crosstalk effects in Euler sequences that 

amplify the errors near singular configurations. This fact is an additional source of variability in studies that 

describe artifacts by comparing the Euler angles obtained from skin markers, with the angles of an artifact-

free gold standard. The transmission of errors to rotation vector coordinates is less variable or dependent on 

the type of motion. This model has been tested in an experiment with a deformable mechanical model with a 

spherical joint. 

Keywords: Human movement analysis, Stereophotogrammetry, Soft tissue artifacts, assessment
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Introduction  

Soft tissue artifacts (STA) are the main source of errors in human movement analysis 

by videophotogrammetry [1]. There are many published studies that describe STA and 

propose strategies to minimize their effects [2]. However, the facts revealed by those 

studies are partly obscured by the variety of conventions for representing STA, and 

how they affect the nature of transmitted errors. 

STA involve a relative movement of the marker cluster over the underlying bone. 

They are usually represented as the difference between measured joing angles and a 

“gold standard” obtained by a STA-free technique [3–7]. However, that measure may 

be different from the actual relative movement, since the compositions of rotations is 

strongly nonlinear [8]. 

The mathematical representation of rotations may also affect the nature of STA errors. 

Euler angles (EA) are probably the most popular way of expressing human joint 

rotations, although they can present singularities [9]. It has also been shown that EA 

may cause large amplifications of instrumental errors and artifacts [10,11] . 

Other studies use rotation or attitude vectors (RV, henceforth represented by uθ  ), 

which Woltring proposed as a convenient way for representing joint rotations [10]. 

Closely related is the Rodrigues vector (represented by  uΩ 2/tan  , [12]), a scaled 

version of the RV that can be obtained from marker coordinates with linear operations 

[8]. This representation has the advantage of not having singularities, but its meaning 

is less intuitive in terms of anatomically-defined axes, and this may be a reason why 

they are less reported than EA in biomechanical studies. 

This paper presents the equations that quantify the error transmitted by STA to 

kinematic variables. Artifacts are described as the relative motion between marker 
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clusters and the underlying bones. Their effect is evaluated depending on how 

rotations are expressed: either by RV or by three EA sequences that are commonplace 

in the field of biomechanics: ,'Z'XY'  which is used in knee in gait analysis [13], 

,'X'ZY'  for spine and lower or upper limbs [14,15], and ,'Y'YX'  which is 

recommended for the gleno-humeral joint [15]. These rules are validated by means of 

an experiment with a mechanical analogue, that simulates a body segment with a 

controlled motion. 

Kinematic model 

STA are described as a relative motion between the area of skin where markers are 

attached and the underlying bone. This motion may be assumed to be a small rotation, 

qd , combined with a translation of the marker cluster with respect to its reference 

position, 20GG . Experimental measures of 20;d GGθ  can be obtained as described in 

[16], by the following steps (Fig. 1):  

 Compute the real motion of the bone from a reference position
0B  to the pose 

at time t, B . This motion is defined by the RV θ  or by the Euler sequence 

 321 ,,  , plus the translation 
10GG  of an arbitrary point. 

 Measure the location of markers attached to the skin at the reference position 

0MC  (points )Pi0
 as well as at position MC  at time t (points )Pi . This motion 

can be described as a rotation MCθ  or  321 ,, MCMCMC  , plus the translation 

GG0
, and it is the observed movement with artifact. 

 Move the markers iP  back to i2P by applying the inverse displacement 

 10; GGθ  . Then MC  moves to 2MC (dotted outline in Fig. 1). The artifact 
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 20;d GGθ , in a bone-embedded reference system, is the rigid displacement 

between
0MC  and 2MC . 

B0

B

MC0

MC

MC2

Pi0

Pi

Pi2

G0

G1

G2

G

{;G0G1}

{MC;G0G}

{-;-G0G1}

{dq;G0G2}

LABELS

B0= Bone at reference position

B= Bone at time t

MC0 = Marker cluster attached to skin at reference position

MC= Marker cluster at time t

MC2 = Virtual position of MC after applying  a displacement {-;-G0G1} 

opposed  to the bone

{dq;G0G2}= STA in a bone-embeded reference system. It is expressed 

as the relative rigid motion of MC2 with respect to MC0.

G0, G1, G, G2 = centroid of the marker cluster in positions MC0, B, MC 

and MC2  

Figure 1. B0 represents the location of bone in the reference position. It moves to a 

given position B,  10; GGθ  being the associated finite displacement. MC0 represents 

the cluster of markers attached to the skin, at reference position (points Pi0). When B0 

moves to B, MC0 goes to MC (points Pi) by means of the finite displacement 

 GGθ 0;MC . STA are expressed in a bone-embedded reference frame by the 

displacements Pi0Pi2 of the individual markers with respect to the bone. Pi2 are 

obtained from the observed positions of the markers at MC, Pi , after applying the 

finite displacement {-; -G0G1}, opposite to the real motion of the bone. The 

associated rotation qd  represents the relative rotation of the whole cluster with 

respect to the bone.  
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Note that the displacement from 
0MC  to MC  involves both rigid motion as well as 

some deformation, but due to rigid motion constraints, the deformation component 

does not affect the results of usual motion analysis procedures [16]. 

The difference between the “real” and “observed” translations )GGGG 20and( 10
 has 

the same size as the translation artifact  20GG . However, the difference between the 

rotations (be them represented by RV, EA, or any other formalism) may be very 

different from qd , and it is very dependent on the way rotations are represented, as 

described in the following sections.  

 

Transmission to the rotation vector 

The error transmitted by the rotation artifact qd  to the RV is the vector difference: 

)1(θθθ  MCd  

This vector can be defined by its module  d  and direction  ud . If the error is small, 

a linear approximation to θd  may be sufficiently accurate: 

)2(uuθ ddd    

It is also possible to express θd  in terms of its coordinates in a specific reference 

system. We will use a reference system based on the orthogonal vectors  nunu ,, , 

where u  is the unit vector of the finite screw axis (FSA), and qd  is contained in the 

 nu,  plane: 

)3(nuq nu dqdqd   

The relation between the rotation artifact qd  and its effect on the measured RV, θd , 

can be expressed by the following formulae (Appendix I): 

Error inθ  modulus:  )4(udqd     
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Error in θ  orientation:  
 

)5(
2sin2 

 ndq
dd  u  

Errors in θcomponents:  

)6(uu dqdd  

 )7(
)2tan(2 


 n

n

dq
d   

)8(
2

nnu dqd 










  

Equations (4) and (5) show that the error in the RV module is equal to the component 

of qd  along the FSA, whereas its normal component causes a deviation of the FSA, 

that also depends on  . The well-known issue of FSA indetermination for small 

angles is reflected by the term  2/sin   in the denominator of Eq. (5). 

Equations (6) through (8) show how qd  is transmitted to the components of θd . The 

component along the FSA is transmitted as is. On the other hand, the error in the 

normal direction is scaled by the factor  ]2tan2[  , whose maximum value is near 1 

for small angles, and decreases as the angle grows larger. Besides, there is an 

“intruder” component in the common normal to qd  and θd , whose value is
ndq  

scaled by the half angle in radians. 

All in all, when rotations are represented by RV, the size of the rotation error keeps 

bounded, although orientation errors cannot be prevented due to the ill-determination 

of the FSA. 

Transmission errors to Euler angles 

Let R be the rotation matrix associated to the bone motion: 

 
332211

)()(  RRRR    (9) 
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where ],,[ 321   are the EA of the chosen sequence, and 
321 ,, RRR  are their 

corresponding rotation matrices. The axes of rotation are given in the sequential 

positions of a frame attached to the bone by the unit vectors  321 ,, uuu  .  

The observed EA corresponding to the movement of the markers are 

],,[ 321 MCMCMC  , which have an error  321 ,,  ddd  with respect to the “true”, 

free of STA, angles: 

333222111 ;;  MCMCMC ddd    (10) 

By assuming d to be small (d < 10º), it is possible to prove that (Appendix II): 

332321231 uuRuRRq  dddd TTT  (11) 

 

Table 1. Propagation of STA related rotation of the marker cluster, qd , to Euler 

angles obtained by solving eq. (11) for the most-used sequences in human movement 

analysis. In order to simplify the writing of equations we denote cosi by ci and sinj 

by sj.  

Sequence Joint dΦ1 dΦ2 dΦ3 

XY’Z’’ Knee [13] 
2

33

c

dqsdqc yx 
 yx

dqcdqs 33    yxz dqsdqc
c

s
dq 33

2

2
  

ZX’Y’’ 

Ankle [14] 

Hip [14]  

Spine [14] 

Thorax [15] 

Elbow [15] 

Humero-ulnar [15] 

Hand/wrist [15] 

2

33

c

dqsdqc xz 
 xz dqcdqs 33    xzy dqsdqc

c

s
dq 33

2

2
  

YX’Y’’ 
Gleno-humeral [15] 

Thorax-humerus [15] 2

33

s

dqcdqs zx 
 zx dqsdqc 33    zxy dqcdqs

s

c
dq 33

2

2
  

 

The solution to this system of equations depends on the chosen squence. Table 1 

shows the solutions for the most-used Euler sequences in the analysis of human 
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movements. As can be seen in these equations, the components of qd  have strong, 

nonlinear crossed effects on EA. The error of the first and third angles, 
31,  dd , is 

very sensitive to the value of the second angle 2 , such that when it is near a singular 

configuration (small values of 2cos  or 2sin , depending on the type of sequence), 

the error experiments an important amplification, and may be quite larger than the 

rotation artifact that creates them. The sine and cosine of the third angle 
3  have 

crossed scaling effects on the components of qd . On the other hand, the value of the 

first rotation angle 1  does not affect the rotation error. 

Validation 

Experimental  

An experiment was performed to test the proposed model of error propagation, using 

a mechanical analogue to a “ball-and-socket” joint, like the gleno-humeral or the hip 

joint. It consisted in a metallic rod with a spherical joint in one end, covered by a 

flexible foam loosely attached to the bar and stuck to the fixed base (Fig. 2). A rigid 

plate with 20 reflective markers was attached to the free end of the bar, to have an 

artifact-free gold standard. A 3x4 marker grid (100×166mm) was fixed to the foam 

surface. The motion of this mechanism was recorded by 4 cameras (Pulnix), at 100 

frames per second, calibrated by bundle adjustment. The position error of the 

markers was 0.3 mm, and their trajectories were smoothed by the procedure 

described in [17]. The upper bound of the angular instrumental errors was estimated 

from the errors in markers location as described in [18], obtaining a maximum 

angular error of 0.2º. 
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THE BAR
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FOAM MARKER 

CLUSTER

X

Y
 

Figure 2. Experimental device to simulate a deformable marker set that moves relative 

to the bone. 

All motions were recorded in a fixed reference system, whose coordinate axes 

coindiced with the standard anatomical systems in the reference position (Fig.1). In  

this position, the bar was held vertically, and then it was cyclically rotated in an 

alternating half circumduction movement with a 30º tilt for 5 seconds. 

The following variables were calculated from marker positions: 

a) Rotation of the bar, as described in [8]. The result was expressed in the fixed 

frame as the RV, θ , and the EA sequences ],,[ 321   

).'Y'YX'and ,'Y'ZX','Z'(XY'  
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b) Rotation of the foam marker cluster with respect to the fixed base 

]),,[or( 321 MCMCMCMC θ . 

c) Infinitesimal approximation to the artifact, qd , calculated as described in [16]. 

d) Estimated rotation of the marker cluster ]),,,[or( 321 MCeMCeMCeMCe θ obtained 

from (a) and (c) by adding the infinitesimal rotation qd and the finite rotation θ . 

e) Measured STA errors derived from the difference between (a) and (b): 

θθθ  MCmd , 
iMCimid  . 

f) Estimated STA errors from the difference between (a) and (d): θθθ  MCeed , 

iMCeieid  . 

Then, the following comparisons were done: 

 Measured and estimated marker cluster rotations, (b) vs. (d). This comparison was 

done to constrast the assumed hypothesis, that an infinitesimal rotation can account 

for the difference between the motion of the bone and the observer marker cluster. 

 Measured and estimated errors due to STA, (e) vs. (f), represented by the 

maximum difference. This comparison was done to validate the error transmission 

model. 

 STA rotation coordinates qd  vs. rotation errors represented as RV or EA, for each 

type of representation.  

Results  

Figure 3 shows the measured rotations of both bar and foam, expressed as the RV and 

the three EA sequences. The ranges of motion depended on how rotations were 

represented. Using RV coordinates, they were 24º in the X- and Y-axes, and 55º in the 
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Z-axis. EA had similar values (with differences lower than 7º) for the 'Z'XY'  and 

'X'ZY'  sequences, but they were very different for the 'Y'YX'  sequence. 

Figure 4 shows the components of the calculated rotation artifact qd , whose average 

value was [0.6º, 1.5º, 0.6º] and whose peak absolute value was around 6º, for the axial 

rotation coordinate (Z).  
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Figure 3. RV and EA components of the bar and foam observed rotations. For the 

YX’Y’’ sequence, the curve labeled as “Z” corresponds to the third angle (Y’’). 
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Figure 4. Components of the rotation artifact qd  (relative motion of the foam with 

respect to the bar).Note that dq has not zero values at t=0. This is because the 

reference position does not coincide with the initial position of the measured motion. 

The estimated foam rotations (
MCeθ  or ],,[ 321 MCeMCeMCe  ), calculated by 

composing qd  and θ , were virtually identical to the observed values (
MCθ  or 

],,[ 321 MCMCMC  ), with differences lower to 0.07º for any component an sequence. 
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Figure 5. Estimated and measured RV errors. (a) Coordinates of RV errors in the 

reference system  nunu ,, . (b) Module and orientation error of the RV. 
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Figure 5 shows the measured and estimated values of the RV error, expressed as their 

coordinates in the reference system  nunu ,, , as well as the module and orientation 

errors. The greatest component was in the direction of the FSA  u , and reached 8º in 

absolute value. That was also the value of the RV module error; the orientation error 

had peak values over 15º. The difference between 
mdθ  and 

medθ  was lower than 0.2º 

for all coordinates, and 0.9º for its module. The difference between measured and 

estimated orientation of the RV was relatively greater (standard deviation 0.93º, 

maximum 3.4º). 

Table 2 summarizes the differences between measured and estimated errors of RV and 

EA. Differences were again lower than 0.2º for the RV, and lower than 0.4º for the 

'Z'XY'  and 'X'ZY'  EA, but there were peak differences over 2º for the 'Y'YX'  

sequence. 

 

Table 2. Fit of the STA transmission model. Peak differences between measured STA 

errors ( mdθ  or ],,[ 321  ddd ) and estimated errors ( edθ  or ],,[ 321 eee ddd  ). EA 

errors are permutated so that they are ordered column-wise as X-Y-Z in all cases (in 

the YX’Y’’ sequence, Z stands for Y’’). 

 Max. difference between measured and 

estimated angle errors (º) 

Angle notation X Y Z 

Rotation vector  0.08 0.20 0.07 

Euler XY’Z’’ 0.36 0.24 0.24 

Euler ZX’Y’’ 0.07 0.36 0.23 

Euler YX’Y’’ 2.19 0.50 2.16 
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Figure 6 and Table 3 show the relation between the rotation artifact qd  and the errors 

transmitted to the kinematic analysis for the different representations. The lowest 

difference with respect to qd  was obtained by the RV (maximum difference lower 

than 1º). The order of magnitude of EA errors for 'Z'XY'  and 'X'ZY'  was the same as 

qd . On the other hand, EA errors of the 'Y'YX'  sequence were remarkable greater. 
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Figure 6 . Components of the errors in RV and EA vs artifact qd  . EA errors are 

permutated and related to the X-Y-Z axes as in table 1. 
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Table 3. Maximum differences between the components of qd  and errors of RV and 

EA. EA errors are permutated and related to the X-Y-Z axes as in table 1. 

 

Angle notation 

 

Max |d-dq| (RV) or 

Max |d-dq| (Euler sequences) 

X (º) Y(º) Z(º) 

Rotation vector  0.623 0.758 0.855 

Euler XY’Z’’ 2.402 0.978 0.604 

Euler ZX’Y’’ 1.395 1.226 0.322 

Euler YX’Y’’ 7.895 16.373 12.571 

 

Discussion and conclusion  

This work presents the equations that explain how STA errors are transmitted to 

rotation errors, for usual mathematical formalisms. To our knowledge, this is the first 

work that presents explict equations for predicting kinematic rotation errors as 

functions of the artifact, which is expressed as a rigid small rotation of the marker 

cluster with respect to the bone. The specific solutions of those equations have been 

derived for the RV and the EA sequences most frequently used in the field of 

biomechanics. 

The resulting formulas show that the transmitted error depends on the specific 

formalism used to represent joint rotations. EA errors are affected by strong nonlinear 

relations with the underlying rotation artifact, which depend on the value of the “true” 

rotation in each instant, and may be intensely amplified near singular angle 

configurations. On the other hand, the relation between artifacts and RV errors is 

perfectly linear in the direction of the FSA and for the RV module, although its 
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direction may be more affected due to nonlinear effects, specially when the rotation of 

the bone is small. 

Similar relations were described by Woltring for accidental random errors and 

isotropic marker configurations [19]. This work extends such conclusions, with 

explicit formulas, for any type of errors and independently of the distribution of 

markers. 

The theoretical formulas have been validated by an experiment with a deformable 

mechanical analogue, a frequent resource for validations of biomechanical models, 

since it allows an accurate control of error sources without invasive procedures 

[20,21]. The results confirm the predictions of the model. The greatest deviation 

occurred for the RV orientation error when rotations are small, and for the first and 

third EA in the YX’Y’’ sequence, for small elevation angles; this may be explained by 

a departure from the hypothesis of “small rotation artifact” in those cases. 

As expected by the formulas, RV errors were more similar to qd  than EA errors, 

although there were remarkable differences between EA sequences. Nonlinear effects 

were less noticeable for 'Z'XY'  and 'X'ZY'  (typically used for hip and knee joints) 

because the second rotation, was small, as normally occurs in human movements 

 0cos 2  . On the other hand, there were great errors and departures from the 

model for 'Y'YX'  (recommended for the gleno-humeral joint), since for that sequence 

the denominator was 2sin , which approached zero in some instants — as when the 

arms are near the trunk. 

The motion that was measured in the experiment may not correspond to the actual 

motion of a human limb, so the specific errors that were obtained cannot be taken as a 

model of the errors that occur in human motion analysis, although the order of 

magnitude of STA-related errors, measured between 5º and 10º, is within the range of 
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in-vivo experiments [2] , and substantially greater than the estimated instrumental 

errors (0.2º). In vivol studies are also affected by other sources of error, like the 

definition of anatomical reference frames. This is absent in the reported analysis, 

which used a fixed, global reference frame, but in vivo studies may show up to 10º of 

additional error due to that source [22]. Therefore, this limitation does not affect the 

general conclusions, which may be extended to any type of movement and artifact. 

All in all, the results that were obtained suggest that the direct comparison of 

measured and “artifact-free” EA do not constitute a general adequate reference for 

describing STA, since the resulting error largely depends on the actual rotation of the 

joint, as much or more than the actual artifact. Comparisons based on the RV are more 

natural, nearly linear, and less affected by the amplification of errors, which are 

always bounded. 
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Appendix I. Propagation of artifact qd  to RV 

The relation between θd  and the rotation artifact qd  can indirectly be derived from 

the more straightforward relation between differential rotations and their effect on the 

Rodrigues vector [8]. Since qd  is assummed to be small, the Rodrigues vector 

associated to this differential rotation is 2/qd , and the observed rotation, MCΩ , can 

be obtained by adding the bone rotation Ω  to it, i.e.: 

21

2)2/(

qΩ

qΩΩq
ΩΩΩ

d

dd
dMC




    (I1) 
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Neglecting second-order differential terms, this expression can be simplified as:  

  ΩqΩqΩqΩ dddd 
2

1
  (I2) 

Now, the definition of Ω  w.r.t. θ  can be differentiated to give the relation between 

Ωd  and the error in module and direction of θ : 

  uuΩuΩ ddd 







 

 21
2

1

2
tan   (I3) 

The relation between the error of the RV and qd  is thus obtained by equating the right 

hand sides of Eqs. (I2) and (I3). This relation can be made more explicit, by defining 

qd  in a reference system based on the orthogonal vectors  nunu ,, , where u  is the 

unit vector of the finite screw axis (FSA), and qd  is contained in the  nu,  plane: 

nuq nu dqdqd     (I4) 

Substituting this definition of qd in (I3): 

 )(
2

1
)1(

2

1 2
nunuΩ  nnu dqdqdqd    (I5) 

Now, equating the orthogonal terms of Eqs.(I3) and (I5): 

udqd        (I6) 












 nu

n
u ndqd

2

1
   (I7) 

And since the error in the direction of the RV is assumed to be small, its angle d  (in 

radians) is just the module of ud : 

 2sin2

1

2

1
2/1

2

2


 n

n

dq
dqdd 












 u    (A8) 

The value of θd  can also be represented by its coordinates in the above mentioned 

reference system: 

nunuθ  nunu dddd    (I9) 
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Comparing the terms of this definition with Eqs. (2) and (I6-I7): 

uu dqdd      (I10) 

)2tan(2 


 n

n

dq
d    (I11) 

nnu dqd 









2


   (I12) 

Appendix II. Proof of Equation (11) 

Let R be the rotation matrix associated to the bone motion: 

 
332211

)()(  RRRR ,  (II1) 

where ],,[ 321   are the Euler angles of the chosen sequence, and 
321 ,, RRR  are 

their corresponding rotation matrices. The axes of rotation are given in the sequential 

positions of a frame attached to bone B by the unit vectors  321 ,, uuu  (e.g.  jki ,,  for 

the XZ’Y’’ sequence,  jij ,,  for YX’Y’’, etc.), which expressed in a fixed frame as: 

332132212111 ;; uRRReuRReuRe    (II2) 

The observed Euler angles corresponding to the movement of the maker cluster are 

],,[ 321 MCMCMC  , which have an error  
321

,,  ddd  with respect to the “true” 

angles: 

333222111 ;;  CCC ddd    (II3) 

The angles ],,[ 321 MCMCMC   are the same as we would obtain if we composed the 

rotation defined by ],,[ 321   and then the STA rotation qd . Note that qd  is thec 

rotation associated to the STAt at time t, but expressed in the moving , bone-embedded 

frame. In the fixed frame (position B0 and MC2 in Fig. 1) the STA rotation qd  is 

expressed as qd0 : 

qRRRqRq ddd
321

0    (II4) 

If the errors in the Euler angles are small, it is possible to calculate an additive 

composition of the differential angles in the fixed frame. The result will be the same as 

the STA rotation expressed in this frame, qd0 : 
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332211

0
eeeq  dddd    (II5) 

Combining Eqs (II2), (II4) and (II5) we arrive at the following relation between qd  

and the error in Euler angles: 

332321231 uuRuRRq  dddd TTT
 (II2) 
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